Key Points:
ology to construct the source spectrogram, analyzes the artefacts brought by data process-140 ing, and establishes the rigorous relationship between STF, radiated energy rate, and high-141 frequency falloff rates.
142
First, we build our intuition on a simple unilateral dislocation model [Haskell, 1964] , 143 then we artificially construct rupture heterogeneity using a statistical pseudo-dynamic 144 model [Mai and Beroza, 2000; Crempien and Archuleta, 2015] . From these exercises, we 145 find that tapering strongly affects the source spectrogram shape by imposing a spectral 146 falloff (usually of slope 2) and significantly alters the radiated energy rate shape. The 147 short time Fourier transform provides a robust estimate of radiated energy rate, with a 148 slight bias toward under prediction of the total energy. Finally, we apply our method to 149 the 2015 M7.8 Nepal earthquake, as a re-evaluation of Denolle et al. [2015] . We find that 150 the Haskell model indeed describes particularly well the rupture, whereby seismic radia-151 tion occurs at the beginning and at the end of the rupture. This earthquake highlights the 152 counter-intuitive seismic signature of earthquakes: large slip or moment release does not 153 necessarily mean large seismic radiation.
154
2 Source spectrogram analysis using canonical source time functions 155 The removal of 3D wave propagation effects is to be treated separately and we as-156 sume a homogeneous medium in this section. Let the STF be a trapezoidal function, an (τ) exp(−2πi f τ)dτ.
(1)
177
In the STFT, the accuracy of the spectrogram depends on the window length T W . For a 178 first example, we choose T W = 3 s.
179
The STFT directly applied to time series is thought to produce spectral leakage, 
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210
A by-product of the STFT is that the first element of the spectrogram is the STF 211 itself: The example of the trapezoidal pulse shape is show in Figure 1 as the first element of the 221 the high-frequency falloff rate. In the case of a trapezoidal function, we expect the falloff 224 to be 1 during slip acceleration and deceleration and not identifiable at other times. We 225 estimate the falloff rate of the spectrogram n(t) through a linear regression, 226 log 10 Ṡ P ( f , t) = A( f , t) − n(t) log 10 f .
227
We are only interested in the asymptote of the spectral shape. The absolute level (shown 228 as 10 A( f , t ) ) is related, though not equal, to the slip (or moment). To balance the contri-
229
bution between low and high frequencies in the regression, we interpolate Ṡ ( f , t) onto
230
an evenly log-spaced frequency vector. We use a linear least square maximum likelihood 231 criterion to best fit n(t).
232
Figure 2(b) illustrates the best fit n(t) for various of window lengths. As expected,
233
the falloff within the slip acceleration and deceleration is unity and is not defined at other 234 times. Because long window lengths smear the source pulse, a spurious values of n(t) ap-
235
pear for larger T W , as expected. Note that tapering the short window provides a different 236 value of the falloff (see Fig. S1 , S2, S3, S8).
237
Radiated energy rate
238 Seismic radiated energy is the total kinetic energy carried by seismic waves. For 239 body waves, the energy is calculated as the integral of energy flux over a sphere Ω 0 . The 240 kinetic energy flux at a position on the sphere (θ,φ) is proportional to the velocity seismo-
244
where α is the P wavespeed, ρ is the density, and the radiated energy rate is:
246
The far-field P-wave velocity seismogram is proportional to the time derivative of the STF,
247
which we refer to as moment acceleration and denoteS(t), the radiation pattern R P (θ, φ),
248
elastic properties and the distance r [Aki and Richards, 2002] ,
250
The integral over the sphere is Ω 0 dΩ = 4πr 2 and the fields that are averaged over it are 251 noted as · Ω 0 . The P-wave radiation pattern squared and averaged over the focal sphere
= 4/15. In practice, when we remove the path effects with an eGf, the 253 radiation pattern term is already removed. Thus, we approximate the radiation pattern in 254 equation (10) to be the focal-sphere average radiation pattern. We then write the radiated 255 energy rate,
257
Radiated energy rate is directly proportional to the moment acceleration squared.
258
We find that in practice the moment acceleration as time derivative of the STF is not par-
259
ticularly stable (discussed in section 4.4) so that we turn to the source spectrogram to con-260 struct a robust estimate of the moment acceleration. The source spectrogram provides an 261 estimate of the moment-rate spectrum at each time. The moment acceleration squared may 262 be obtained from the source (moment-rate) spectrogram,
264
The relation above is validated for the Haskell model and shown in Figure 2 (c) where we 265 compare the theoretical acceleration squared with that retrieved from source spectrograms.
266
It is worth noting that the spectrogram analysis systematically underpredicts the peak am-267 plitudes of the moment accelerations.
268
At each station, we can estimate the radiated energy rate from the source spectro-
269
gram as:
271
In practice, equation (13) is identical to estimating the total radiated energy from source 272 spectra [Baltay et al., 2010 [Baltay et al., , 2014 Denolle et al., 2015; Denolle and Shearer, 2016] except 273 that it is calculated at each time step. To estimate the total P-wave radiated energy at each 274 station, we simply integrate over time:
276
To validate that we can retrieve the total radiated energy from this source spectrogram 277 method, we compare the theoretical energy E R with E r . The data processing, e.g both 278 short window length T W and the tapering method, affect the ability to recover E R from E r 279 (Fig. 3 ).
280
Given a source duration of 30 s and teleseismic waves with good signal up to about 281 2 Hz, a reasonable choice for short window length may be between 2 s and 8 s. The es-
282
timate of E r from untapered STFT systematically underpredicts the true energy E R by 283 25%-40% and the tapered STFT provides about the right answer. While the taper function 284 alters the spectral shapes, the total radiated energy remains almost unchanged with taper-
285
ing. The loss in high frequency levels is compensated by the amplified low frequencies 286 (Fig. 1b) . This is likely why Yin et al. [2018] find a realistic value of total radiated energy.
287
We perform similar analysis using other canonical STF shapes, namely the Brune source [Guatteri et al., 2004] . These kinematic models are statistical representation of dis-304 tributions of slip, rise time, and rupture velocity that are consistent with dynamic ruptures.
305
They are computationally efficient and are popular in deterministic ground motion predic-
306
tion [Graves and Pitarka, 2016; Wirth et al., 2017] . We use the kinematic source generator
307
proposed by Crempien and Archuleta [2015] that compiles the statistical analysis of dy- 
326
The kinematic model we test is shown in Figure 4 . The source has three main as-
327
perities with large slip (∼ 10 m, Fig. 4a ). The central asperity has peak slip rates (Fig. 4b) that are large and that probably over estimate true physical values. predict the total event duration.
348
The times of most energetic radiation are mapped on the fault in Figure 4 . The first 349 peak of elevated energy occurs at about 7 s ( Fig. 5d ) and it colocates with a patch of high 350 slip and slip rate (∼15 km from epicenter). The second elevated peak in radiated energy 351 occurs at a low slip/slip rate but at a change of rupture velocity (40 -60 km along strike).
352
The central asperity (60 -100 km along strike) excites more or less continuously high fre- 
Source spectrogram analysis
363
The source spectrogram analysis of the kinematic source highlights interesting strengths 364 and limitations of the method.
365
First, the functions derived from spectrograms converge toward the theoretical func- for the functions (Ṡ P (t) andS 2 P (t)) to converge toward the theory. The fact that our ap-372 proximation of the STF and its acceleration reproduces so well the theory may arise from 373 little complexity in the source spectrogram at long periods.
374
Second,Ṡ P (t) andS 2 P (t) are effectively low-pass filter of the theoretical functions 375 by the STFT (Fig. 6a,c) . It is not unreasonable in practice to obtain smooth functions be-376 cause other approaches adopt regularization in kinematic inversions and deconvolutions. A 377 robust result is that the peak values of theṠ P (t) andS 2 P (t) are lower bound values.
378
Finally, we conclude that the analysis of the high-frequency falloff rate is compli-383 cated and difficult to interpret. Unlike the example of the Haskell model in Figure 2 , the 384 temporal evolution of the falloff rate n(t) is characterized by a median level at 1 and by 385 narrow peaks. The rougher the STF, the more peaks appear in n(t). Individual peaks in 386 n(t) correspond to changes in the slope of the STF and a reduction inS 2 P (t) as one can 387 visually correlate in supplementary Figure S4 . [Haskell, 1964] as a well developed unilateral rupture of a slip pulse (Galetzka et al. [2015] ;
451
Fan and Shearer [2015] ; Avouac et al. [2015] proach that we employ.
465
A first level of data selection is performed by comparing the signal to noise level. In 466 this step, we construct the amplitude spectra of the P waves and of a noise window, which
467
we select as being 220-s long prior to the direct P-wave arrival time. We interpolate the 468 amplitude spectra onto a logspaced frequency vector between 0.05 Hz and 5 Hz. The cri-469 terion is that the mean of the amplitude spectral ratio has to exceed 5. The interpolation 470 on a logspaced vector heightens the contributions of the low frequencies, which are of-471 ten better resolved than high frequencies due to our understanding of seismic attenuation.
472
The stations selected must meet this criterion at all three events (main event and the two 473 aftershocks).
474
Because high frequencies contribute greatly to radiated energy, we further select 
479
To account for differences in the direct P-wave arrival time between the globally 480 symmetric IASP91 model and the true 3D velocity structure, we re-align the waveforms.
481
The cumulative integration of the raw seismograms provide displacement seismograms, 
Removing 3D path effects
492
We use an empirical Green's function approach to remove 3D wave propagation ef- Black waveforms have positive direct P polarities while gray waveforms have negative (but flipped) polarities.
Insert map shows the CMT mechanism and location of the stations. tions, it is practical to write and construct the STF as,
511
We apply a smoothing function (running average over 5 points) of the amplitude spec- model as a best-fit model for the station-averaged P-wave spectra, approach provides 3D path effects and thus is able to remove the effects of triplication of 542 the P wave in the mantle. Because the P wavetrain contains depth phases (see Fig. 9 and (PP), we only analyze the azimuthal variations in the P pulse rather than attempting to de-545 compose it further in terms of takeoff angles.
546
For each station i, we construct a Green's function using the Fourier transformed 547 raw seismograms of eGf1 (
549
We find that this averaging is stable and provide further tests in supplementary materials 
Apparent Source Time Functions
554
Removing path effects becomes a simple deconvolution of the raw seismograms with and azimuth.
561
Because we do not constrain non-negativity in the STF (no "back slip"), the in-564 dividual ASTFs exhibit negative amplitudes at the beginning and end of the signal. At 565 each azimuth, we remove the (negative) mean amplitude between t = -5 s and t = 5 s. little moment released in the first 10 s of the event, which has been observed and inter-582 preted as a long slip initiation [Denolle et al., 2015] . The slow initiation is clear on the 583 direct P waves of the main shock (Fig. 8) and of the M6.8 aftershock (Fig. S9) , which
584
Denolle et al. [2015] suggested being an atypical slip nucleation process that is common 
Radiated energy rate
589
We now proceed to constructing the radiated energy rate functions. We have ex-590 plored the possibility of directly using the time derivative of the STF, squared, using a 591 first order and a second order finite difference scheme. The lack of coherence between 592 each azimuthal estimate of the acceleration squared (Fig. S14 ) lead us to use the spec- between t = -20 s and t = -10 s, thereby minimizing the acausal spurious seismic energy.
597
As expected from the azimuthal variations in STF, the radiated energy rate is particularly 598 inhomogeneous (Fig. 11) .
599
The radiated energy rate is dominated by the starting and the stopping of the slip First, it appears that the stopping phase is more energetic than the initiation phase. Sec- 
609
We revisit the results of Denolle et al. [2015] and Yin et al. [2018] and their choice 614 of Hanning taper. The high-frequency falloff rates and radiated energy rate are particu-615 larly affected by the taper (Fig. 12) . The amplitudes of the variations in falloff rates are 616 enhanced by the tapering and this artifact should not be interpreted as a physical kine-617 matic feature. Furthermore, the radiated energy rate functions are drastically different 618 (Fig. 12b) . The moment acceleration squared, scaled to the factor in equation (13) 
Comparison of the STF with other studies
629
Our spectral estimates bear strong similarities with Denolle et al. [2015] . In that 630 study, we used a theoretical Green's function for the direct P-wave pulse and found sim- 
S13.
634
We compare our median estimate of the STF against two other databases: SCARDEC
635
[ Vallée et al., 2011] and USGS [Hayes, 2017] and find some differences between the three 636 estimates (Fig. S15) . We also compare their derived Fourier amplitude spectra and cal-637 culate the radiated energy from the STF, assumed to be equal to the P-wave pulse. The
638
SCARDEC method estimates the moment to be almost twice as ours and thus it is re-639 flected in the pulse amplitude and duration (Fig. S15) . The USGS STF has a strong am- Approximate azimuths of regional seismic networks shown in red letters. ε(t) .
- Figure 12 . Results sensitivity to the choice of tapers: uniform tapers (no taper), Kaiser functions, Hamming, and Hanning functions on the relative high-frequency falloff rate (a) and radiated energy rate normalized to the known seismic moment from GCMT,ε(t) (b). In (a), the mean falloff rate (e.g. the falloff rate of the taper function) between -50 and -10 s is removed. find that E R /M U 0 for the SCARDEC pulse is 4.43E-5, of USGS is 1.3E-4, and from our 648 study, 5E-6. There are great implications in interpreting the radiated energy from an aver-649 age STF and because independent calculations provide one order of magnitude difference,
650
we ought to provide a more consistent time and frequency domain analysis of the P-wave 651 source pulse.
652
On pulse duration estimates
657
We validate duration estimates using both STF andε(t) functions, stacked over az-658 imuth and shown in Figure 13 . The duration from centroid time T C is 659
660
where F (t) is eitherṠ(t) orε(t) and ∞ 0 F (t)dt represents either the moment or the radi-661 ated energy. Centroid times are half a duration that is weighted by the moment-rate func-662 tion. They are reasonable duration estimates if the function F (t) is symmetric in time.
663
Because both stackedṠ(t) orε(t) are relatively symmetric, the duration estimated from 
673
Note that neither centroid times nor second moments have been calculated using radiated 674 energy rate in the past, and thus we treat them simply as weighted time averages. Us- , 2015; Yue et al., 2017] .
Okuwaki
678
We also explore the choice of a threshold after which the amplitudes become lower 679 than the peak amplitudes of the function. We choose 5% as a threshold following Persh
680
and Houston [2004] . We find a duration forṠ(t) of 50.05 s and 46.27 s forε(t). Because establish the azimuthal variations in pulse durations. We also estimate the duration from 686 corner frequencies given a double-corner frequency model [Haskell, 1964; Kane et al., 687 2013; Denolle and Shearer, 2016] and a stretching technique [Prieto et al., 2017 ] to calcu-688 late relative durations. We use the STF, radiated energy rate functions, and the product of 689 both to increase signal to noise ratio. Supplementary materials Figure S11 show the varia- ε(t) . ture: the initiation, propagation, and deceleration phases.
704
The rupture initiation occurs over 10-20 s and radiated very little seismic energy.
705
Analysis of teleseismic backprojection (BP) agree with this finding [Fan and Shearer, 706 2015; Yagi and Okuwaki, 2015; Avouac et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2016] . Other backpro- velocity [Sato and Hirasawa, 1973] , it is also weaker than observed by other crustal earth-
712
quakes [Meier et al., 2016] .
713
The main rupture propagation between moment acceleration and deceleration is as being mostly uniform with little variation in rupture velocity that would generate high 724 frequency radiation. It is also that of greatest slip and is located underneath Kathmandu.
725
There are distinct events of high-frequency radiation within this quiet time, in particu-726 lar just before the deceleration phase. One possible interpretation is the role of the fault 727 geometry in rupture propagation. Ruptures that propagate through kinks radiated high fre-728 quency waves and alter the radiated energy rate [Adda-Bedia and Madariaga, 2008] . nolle et al. [2015] and Hubbard et al. [2016] suggested that lateral ramps must affect the 730 rupture propagation and likely confine the slip zone.
731
The rupture is expected to decelerate around 30 -40 s. Our results suggest that 732 the arrest of the rupture is more energetic than the onset with maximum radiated energy
733
and is visible at all azimuths (Fig. 11) . Rupture deceleration is also proposed by Yagi
734
and Okuwaki [2015] to generate high-frequency radiation. Focusing now on azimuth 60 • ,
735
where we estimate a strong radiation that coincides with a particularly energetic pulse at 736 30 s (Fig. 10 ). This azimuth points towards the down-dip end of the MHT, where the two sphere (Haskell [1964] , equations (15) and (16) and Boatwright [1980] equation (11) However, we follow the integral over azimuths.
749
At each point of the focal sphere, equation (11) of Boatwright [1980] shows that the 750 total radiated energy is the integral over time of the radiated energy rate. Applying Par-751 seval's theorem, it is strictly equivalent to estimating radiated energy using the squared 752 velocity source spectra, which we refer to as "whole-spectrum based" radiated energy in 753 Figure 14 . This measure of total radiated energy is a much more popular approach [Baltay 754 et al., 2014; Denolle et al., 2015] . Thus, the correct method to estimate radiated energy is 755 based on a representation of either radiated energy rate functions or source spectra in az-756 imuth bins. We choose to average the time-domain functions within the bins and to take 757 the median of the spectral shape (assuming that they are log-normally distributed 
772
To compare with other studies, we make the assumption that the S-source pulses are 773 identical to the P-source pulses such that the ratio between S and P energies is controlled 774 by the difference in geometrical spreading. This approximation is common [Convers and 775 Newman, 2011; Denolle et al., 2015; Denolle and Shearer, 2016; Ye et al., 2016 ], yet po-776 tentially introducing a bias if both pulses are different [Hanks, 1981; Prieto et al., 2004] .
777
We thus scale the P-wave radiated energy to that of the potential S-wave radiated energy
778
(23.4 times in a Poisson medium where V P = √ 3V S ) and sum both to estimate a total 779 radiated energy. We obtain a total of 1.42E+16 J for the radiated energy-based estimate, 780 which our preferred estimate given the methodology choices discussed above. These val-781 ues are lower than both Denolle et al. [2015] (5.8E+16 J) and Denolle and Shearer [2016] 
782
(1.1E+17 J), but greater than those automated by IRIS (7.3 E+15 J).
783
If we were to consider the spread in estimates illustrated in Figure 14 1. the radiated energy rate is proportional to the moment acceleration squared and is 816 controlled by high peak slip rates and changes in rupture velocities, 817 2. the temporal evolution of the high frequency falloff rate is complex and only in-818 dicative of a sign change in the moment acceleration.
819
We further examine the effects of drastic changes in slip-rate functions on the source spec-820 trogram, as modeled by simulations of dynamic ruptures, and find that they only alter the 821 radiated energy rate and have no noticeable effect on the high-frequency falloff rate. We 822 also discuss that tapering the short windows of the spectrogram, as used in Denolle et al.
823 [2015] and Yin et al. [2018] , greatly impacts the shape of the radiated energy rate function 824 and conclude that a pure spectrogram with no taper is the best approach.
825
We apply this to the M7.8 2015 Nepal earthquake. We construct ASTFs across az-826 imuths with 200 high-quality P-wave records from pure and simple deconvolution with 827 empirical Green's functions. The ASTFs reflect strong directivity effects and we discuss 828 their validity in terms of pulse duration and moment estimates. The radiated energy rate 829 derived from these ASTFs confirms that the Nepal earthquake was overall well described 830 by a Haskell model, whereby radiation is at the beginning and at the end of the rupture.
831
We also confirm results from other studies that the rupture initiation was particularly weak 832 in radiation and find that rupture deceleration appears to be a lot more energetic than its 833 acceleration.
834
From the practical example of building ASTF and the radiated energy rate functions, 4. large slip (moment release) does not necessarily mean strong ground motion, 844 5. it is challenging to obtain consistent time-and frequency-domain estimate of the 845 moment-rate function, but our approach provides a compromise between both that 846 respects both kinematics and dynamics.
847
The possible interpretation of acceleration seismograms in terms of kinematic evolu-848 tion of rupture is not new. Spudich and Frazer [1984] propose to use accelerations to infer Fan, W., and P. M. Shearer (2015) , Detailed rupture imaging of the 25 April 2015 Nepal 952 earthquake using teleseismic P waves, Geophys. Res. Lett., 42(14) , 5744-5752. in Regions of Fault Complexity: A Study of Data From the San Jacinto Fault Zone,
